Newell, William D.
Thursday, December 17, 2009 1:45 PM
._.G.illet.L.G.earcte..T, Jr.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

I

Categories:

ATF
ISSA, IG, F&F

Well done, thank you. I will address! ATF i.oncerns with McMahon.
Bill Newell
Special Agent in Charge
ATF Phoenix Field Division (AZ and NM)
***
NOTICE: This electronic transmission is confidential and intended only for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you
have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy this message in its entirety
(including all attachments).

From: Gillett, George T. Jr.
To: r Newelli William D.
Cc::
ATF
SeritrrEirleE1713:27:49 2009

Subject:
Bill0511 has not yet finished a link diagram on this investigation. Therefore, there is no "chart" in existence diagramming
this investig_ationiATF
land crew are currently working on such a link-diagram chart, but it is not yet
complete l
Rfid-FaVe.-di power point that gave an overview of the case and that.has.beert_folW4rAed._1(LQS
ATF
ATF However, that power point is about 1 week old, so the info is already a bit dated. GI ATF 'orvj
ATF
bre
speaking on a regular basise_sg_the,lines of communication are now the equivalent of the proverbial fire hose. During
one of their conversations) ATF k3, id ATF that!
ATF !received a briefing on the investigation this week and
mentioned;
ATF
been traffiCked. Therefore, I spOlie . with;
Today and explained that even though the identified straw
ATF
purchasers bought approximately 175 guns last week alone, we have slowed down the FF,L.noluture purchases and are
obtaining intelligence directly related to this investigation
.IATFldid express some concern
regarding the total number of guns that have been purchased by this straw-purchase sch -fifd:' I cautionedr -A--t-F1 on not
doing any type of informal calculations on purchase numbers as that likely will result in double counting offiFe -arms
(counting purchased guns as well as recovered guns). I have also advised that we will slow the purchasers down as
much as possible, but we have not identified the network yet. The result will be that the responsible conspirators will
have new straw-purchasers operational before we complete the booking paperwork. I have asked TA-T-F10 consider me
his direct point of contact on any future questions and/or concerns and I will do the same with him. .1 -h-ave also spoken
with!
[today and maintain those lines of communication.
ATF
As for plans to proceed, I have asked ATF ;.to begin preparing a white paper that outlines progress to date as well as
a plans for proceeding with the investigation. I know that rbe_wants, to take the information
involving these subjects. I have also asked; ATF to prepare a list of resources that HQ can provide
(personnel and equipment) to support this investigation. irwiTIVe-e—p- you posted as things arise.

George

T. Gillett
1
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Assistant Special Agent in Charge
ATF - Phoenix Field Division
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